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“Kids born today, in 20 years, will be 
using new products that I never heard of 
before”

Innovation Words of Wisdom from my Uber Driver
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Solved an ongoing issue, 
saving an OEM

$2.8 million annually. $

Engagements 
with nearly 
of the Fortune 100 in 
the last 5 years. 

FOCUSING on CAPABILITY 
TRANSFER

DELIVERING SUSTAINED 
RESULTS 

=  $29,700 return

Providing a manufacturing customer 
with a nearly $30k return for each 
employee trained in KT process. 

40%

Helped a client achieve

47% improvement in

operational efficiency. 

Helped an IT client reduce 
mean time to resolution 
by 74%.

PIONEERS of  CRITICAL 
THINKING 

Trained 3 MILLION+
individuals globally. 

Developed an in-depth 
understanding of how 
people think. 

ABOUT US
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Solutions to upskill at the point of needNowThen

Disruptive Innovation – People:  Typewriter to iPad
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Disruptive Innovation – Process:  Speed to More Speed
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Learn by doing

Then Now

Disruptive Innovation – Production:  People to Robots
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Disruptive Innovation – Training:  Classroom to Simulation

Then Now

http://www.kepner-tregoe.com/training-workshops/our-workshops/root-cause-analysis-troubleshooting-simulation/
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Disruptive Innovation – Transportation:  Driven to Autonomous

Then Now
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Reduce

• Time to  Market 
for  successful 
new products 

• Overload of 
information 
during NPD 
process 

Maintain

• Structure for 
Problem Solving        
and Decision 
Making

• Consistent use of 
cross-functional 
NPD development

Improve

• Use of 
company data 

• Company 
Model to 
increase  
innovation 
product success
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These clients helped us shape up the 
new disruptive- growth paradigm in NPD

Clayton Christensen’s Innovator’s Solution 
continues to ask the wrong question: How to 
decide what new product customers will want 
to buy (see Chapter 3).

The right question  is … What concept 
development process will produce growth 
solutions (ones you can know will succeed 
before money is invested in NPD and 
marketing)?

This question can now be answered by using AI 
problem-solving with simulation modeling … in 
a series of seven Agile design workshops … as a 
‘Stage-0’ front-end to Stage-Gate … replacing 
brainstorming.

Innovation Today and our Challenge for Development of New 
Products



KT Hypothesis - Two Innovation processes
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1) Sustaining NPD Process: 
Corrective Action

Quality Improvement. Develop concept 
that meets needs better than the 
competition

2) Disruptive NPD Process:
JTBD Growth Action

Disruptive JTBD Concepts … Learn how 

to augment NPD process to produce 

growth concepts

Adding a Growth System Focus to Disruptive Innovation is key to answering these two questions:

Q1: Deciding what the JTBD problem could be … given NPD’s ‘disruption possibilities’. 

• How much change is meant by the ‘yet to be done’?

Q2: Deciding what the Concept solution should be … given the possibility of modernizing new, 
active Customer Job behavior. 

• How much change can the Concept create?
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6 Scientific Facts about Innovation
1. Radical Innovation is key growth driver for future

2. Radicalness of innovation increases with  team size

3. 5-10% of high potential managers have capability to 
become innovators

4. Innovators need special interpersonal leadership

5. Adaptable emotional intelligent teams tend to be 
more innovative

6. The organizational model sets innovation teams 
productive Dr. Sabrina Schork
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KT Model  – “Innovators Solution 2.0”

Disruptive Cause & Effect is 
created by a fifth type of 

shopping algorithm (Disruptive 
Shopping) which explains what 

happens when the shopper 

scans the market/store for 
something new/novel … a well-

designed addition that will 
modernize/upgrade her use of 

the market – i.e., be a 

disruptive innovation for her.
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Not everyone needs to be an expertRCA is a team sport

The 
Team
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L1:  R & D  and Customers

L2:  Operations, Supply Chain and 
Quality

L3:  Management, Marketing, Sales

It’s a team sport

The 
Team



The Program - Problem-solving work sessions

• The purpose of each workshop is to produce conclusions by 
getting the team to model their uncertainty

• The team will make decisions based on shared knowledge

• Knowledge will be shared using a method that weights individual 
opinions … Example criteria in chart at the right

• This kind of analysis is done for every decision-making variable in 
the workshop influence diagrams on the next pages
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Team-based modeling



Agile concept 
development 
sprints: Workshops 1-4 
involve growth action; 5-7, 
corrective action
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Each work session’s participatory research 
advances JTBD growth problem-solving

21
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Double-loop vs Single-loop Problem Solving

Single-loop ‘sustaining’ concept development
• Map Jobs and prioritize requirements
• What does user really need? (ideate 

concepts)
• Select concepts
• Translate ‘voice of customer to specs’ (QFD)
• Refine and validate

Double-loop ‘disruptive’ concept development
• JTBD seen as latent growth-creating behavior
• Big Idea for triggering new demand
• Cause and effect concept development dialogues
• Model of successful growth concept
• Change to historical concept development 
practices



AI Simulation Modeling of Big Data does for innovation 
what QFD/six-sigma did for quality

• Currently, NPD makes quality products, all right, but fails to come up with product concepts that are disruptive 
enough that the resulting products will succeed in getting shoppers to hire them for their jobs-to-be-done.

• New AI modeling uses new shopper data to replace innovation’s fuzzy frontend.  It proactively uses shoppers to 
incrementally build and test concepts with NPD team members during a series of seven concept design workshops . . . 
before proceeding with development.  As the model improves, so does the opportunity to grow the market. 23

• Innovation AI Modeling does for 
successful concept development what 
QFD has done for Six-Sigma NPD.

• Before QFD, NPD suffered excessive, 
costly, time-consuming product 
changes at the backend of the 
development for manufacturability 
and distribution. 

• QFD solved product change problems 
by anticipating them, by connecting 
satisfaction of consumer needs and 
desires to the NPD process before 
product launch. 

NPD with QFD
NPD with AI Modeling



Innovators Solution 2.0 -Taking the gamble out of 
JTBD concept development
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Concept’s JTBD Wireframe –
Storyboard schematics provide a 
visual guide to what the Concept is 
and does when looked at through the 
lens of the shopper’s JTBD. … The 
wireframe is based on an AI 
simulation model of the shopper’s 
innovation thinking.

Rapid protocepting ... Use evolutionary AI models of how the 
concept can be turned into product development specs to 
minimize need for physical prototypes.



Innovator’s Solution 2.0 - NPD Process Improvement or 
Three world class teams
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DTI … innovation decision-making using anticipatory customer jobs 
simulation data

• Research with people, not on people

• Modeling innovation decision-making (how to trigger new growth behavior)

• Testing NPD thinking (how to design disruptive growth concepts)

SSI … The innovator’s concept development AI dashboard

• Software development (analytics-dashboards-AI algorithms)

• IT systems for managing down concept design uncertainty with data-driven 
decision-making algorithms … so innovation concept does not disappoint 
when launched

• An AI-Frontend to stage-gate

KT … Improving NPD’s innovation problem solving capabilities

• Prescriptive innovation learning practices

• Helping cross-functional innovation teams taking the gamble out of new 
product problem-solving

• Layer on top of Double-loop problem-solving … new habits and practices 
for bringing about real improvement in the organization’s historical growth 
trajectory
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1. A – Agile work sessions > Sprints

2. B – Big Data > Algorithms 

3. C - Concept Development  > Disruptive ][]Double Loop NPD problem 
solving

The End - Summary
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